Today we were visited by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Corporation – Palawa. They delivered a program about how trading took place between the Tasmanian Aboriginal nations.

Sharni Everett and Dayne Langdon opened the session up with acknowledging ‘Our Country, our land’ milaydina mana-mapali.

This was an exciting initiative of Palawa to provide us with a program focusing on how the Tasmanian Aboriginals used trading throughout their nations. This program provided the students with an opportunity to learn about the different tribes and the resources available to them.

The students had a great time participating in the trading activities. They were totally engaged and excited about trading their resources and there was great excitement when a mock wedding took place. Sharni and Dayne's interaction was so positive and encouraging and the students were asking some great questions. I’m sure our students will remember what they have learnt in class today and this will be a fantastic ‘hook’ for further investigations.

Kathy Allwright - Grade 3 Class Teacher
What’s been happening in Kinder.

The Kinder class have been going on number hunts around school.

We explored the midden site and found slugs inside some shells.

We discovered a fallen wattle and saved seeds and branches to use in our classroom. We made wattle artworks and will use the seeds for counting, cooking, puppet shows and lots of other imaginative ways.

We worked together to roll logs back to Kinder and we stacked some for firewood and used some to create an imaginary fire that we sit around to eat.

PREP
This is our talking web that we often use to track our conversation as we reflect on our day. Thank you to Mrs Hall for making our great spider.